How to fix a broken clock
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Abstract

Fortunate are those who rise out of bed to greet the morning light well rested with the energy and enthusiasm to drive a productive day. Others however, depend on hypnotics for sleep and require stimulants to awaken lethargic bodies. Sleep/wake disruption is a common occurrence in healthy individuals throughout their lifespan and is also a comorbid condition to many diseases (neurodegenerative) and psychiatric disorders (depression and bipolar). There is growing concern that chronic disruption of the sleep/wake cycle contributes to more serious conditions including diabetes (type 2), cardiovascular disease and cancer. A poorly functioning circadian system resulting in misalignments in the timing of clocks throughout the body may be at the root of the problem for many people. In this article, we discuss environmental (light therapy) and lifestyle changes (scheduled meals, exercise and sleep) as interventions to help fix a broken clock. We also discuss the challenges and potential for future development of pharmacological treatments to manipulate this key biological system.
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The Circadian System

The function of almost every cell in the body is temporally regulated by a molecular feedback loop (Figure 1) composed of a positive and negative arm [1]. The transcription factors Bmal1 and Clock make up the positive arm and bind to E-box sites driving the expression of inhibitory genes of the negative arm (Per and Cry). PER and CRY proteins negatively feedback to block BMAL1 and CLOCK binding to DNA, eventually leading to reduced PER and CRY levels, allowing BMAL1 and CLOCK to restart transcription of Per and Cry. Post-translational modification of these core clock genes along with the presence of modulatory proteins, such as REV-ERBs and RORα, establish a feedback loop with a period of approximately 24 hrs. In addition to their role as core clock components, these transcription factors modulate the expression of output genes (clock controlled genes, CCG) that play crucial rate-limiting steps in biochemical reactions, thereby producing 24 hr rhythms in processes such as kinase activity, ATP production, cell signaling, and electrical activity [2,3].
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This transcriptional/translational feedback loop regulates gene expression throughout
the body and microarray studies suggest that approximately 10–15% of genes display circadian
rhythms in expression. Each of the major organ system (heart, liver, pancreas) apparently
having its own clockwork to regulate the transcription of genes that are important to the
specific target organ [4–7]. Analysis of the rhythmic gene networks suggests that some like
“metabolism” are broadly regulated by the circadian clockwork throughout the body. Other
regulated networks are tissue specific and important to specific target organs. For example,
the networks involved in amino acid metabolism were rhythmic specifically in the liver,
while the genes involved in G-protein coupled receptor signaling cascades were selectively
rhythmic in heart tissue [4]. These rhythms in gene expression have important implications
for pharmacological interventions. For example, knowing that the production of cholesterol
in the liver is rhythmic due to circadian regulation of HMG-CoA reductase, it is possible to
more effectively reduce cholesterol levels by timing the administration of inhibitors to this
enzyme (statins) [8]. The impact of circadian rhythms in gene expression on the
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of drug responses has been recently reviewed [9].

Although cells in most tissues possess a molecular clock, only one nucleus in the brain,
called the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) can generate and sustain gene expression and
physiological rhythms without any external influence and is therefore recognized as the
master clock. The SCN itself is composed of approximately 10,000 neurons with individual
neurons exhibiting robust daily rhythms in gene expression, cellular signaling and firing rate
activity. The circuit properties and neuropeptide signaling are factors that enable the SCN to
generate self-sustaining rhythms [10]. When cultured, SCN explants continue to display
rhythms in clock gene expression for many months, while rhythms from cultures of
peripheral tissues are shorter-lived [11,12]. Reinstatement or the modulation of rhythms in
peripheral tissues can be achieved by refreshing the culture media or applying drugs such as
cAMP agonists, catecholamines or glucocorticoids [13–15].

The SCN realigns itself daily to the presence of light and orchestrates the timing of
molecular and cellular processes, maintaining proper temporal alignment of function
between various tissues [16,17]. In addition to light, behaviors such as feeding and activity
are able to feedback and modulate the circadian system [18]. The ability of the SCN to
communicate and coordinate the function of tissues such as the heart, lungs, muscle,
stomach, liver and brain, allows the body to meet the demands of increased activity and
attention during the day and ensure regenerative sleep at night [19,20]. Circadian disruption
often leads to misalignments in timing among the various systems of the body, therefore
components necessary for normal function may be lacking or absent at the desired time of
day, which would alter the rhythmic output of behaviors such as wakefulness and sleep.
Long-term circadian disruption has been linked to increased incidence of disease such as
cancer, cardiovascular disease and diabetes [21–24]. Interestingly, at least in research
models, the misalignment of clocks throughout the body appears to be more disruptive than
the loss of rhythms [25–27].

Dysfunction and Disease

Because the circadian system regulates so many aspects of our biology, it is perhaps not
surprising that circadian and sleep disorders can be caused by multiple factors. Sleep and
circadian disruptions are a sensitive, but perhaps not a very specific, indicator of poor
health. Still many of the sleep problems experienced by people are the direct result of poor
“circadian hygiene.” A convincing argument can be made that as the cost of artificial
lighting has come down, the prevalence of sleep and circadian problems increases [28]. The
circadian system is very sensitive to blue light exposure (see below) and many people for
recreation or work are exposed to this type of light during the night. Light at night alters the
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rhythms of circulating factors, such as melatonin and cortisol that mediate circadian information to various tissues [29,30]. Sleep patterns are also disrupted with light exposure at night [31,32]. Behavioral factors like the timing of feeding and activity modulate the circadian system and eating at the wrong time of day seems to have detrimental effects on the body. Individuals who tend to eat late at night have an increased risk of developing type-2 diabetes and obesity [33]. Shift-work is a prime example of circadian disruption, altering the timing of light exposure, meals and activity, which significantly increases the risk of disease [34–36]. In some ways, the shift-workers serve as early indicators or “canaries in the coal mine” of the long-term consequences of the circadian disruption experienced by a much broader segment of the population. The effects of improper scheduled light and behaviors have also been described and further explored in rodents. The rhythms of melatonin and cortisol are dampened following light exposure at night [37–39] and alters the timing and rhythms of clock and clock controlled genes throughout the body, including in the SCN [40–42]. Long-term exposures to irregular light/dark (LD) cycles or shift work paradigms alter immune function, disrupt reproduction, induce depression and increase the incidence of obesity, cardiovascular disease and cancer [43–51]. Feeding at the wrong time of day induces metabolic changes and disease by decoupling and misaligning the timing of gene expression rhythms of the liver and SCN [52,53].

As the population ages, we can expect to see more problems with sleep and the circadian system. Depending on the survey, sleep disruptions are experienced by about 40–70% of aged individuals [54]. Aging is a process that progressively weakens the circadian system, leading to a blunted and fragmentated daily rhythm in activity, sleep and other physiological processes that is often advanced in phase, including melatonin production, circulating cortisol levels and body temperature [55–59]. Interestingly, a recent study found that PER2 rhythms did not change with age in cultured fibroblasts [60]. However, when serum collected from aged individuals were added to either the aged or young fibroblasts, the period of PER2 rhythms was significantly shortened. The study suggests that changes in some yet unknown circulating factor/s contribute to improper entrainment of peripheral tissues and possibly tissue alignment in aging while the molecular clockwork is intact. Recent studies in rodents also point to aberrant circadian coordination with aging. Despite preserved day/night levels of clock genes in aged mice [61,62], the levels of hormone and neuropeptides in the SCN are reduced [63,64] and the ability of the SCN to produce high levels of neuronal activity during the day is diminished [61]. This decreased output from the SCN is hypothesized to impede its ability to deliver coordinated cues to the peripheral tissues and drive the timing of gene expression in the body, as measured in some tissues of aged animals [61,65]. Aging slows the circadian clocks response to new LD cycles [66] and may also lead to an increased vulnerability to circadian disruption. To provide an example, while young mice can handle a weekly 6 hour advance in their LD cycle, older mice are killed by the same protocol [67,68]. While we do not yet know the underlying mechanism, this increase in mortality does provide a dramatic example of the cost of circadian misalignment.

Disruptions in the timing and quality of sleep are common in neurodegenerative disorders such as Huntington’s (HD), Parkinson’s Disease (PD) and Alzheimer’s (AD) [24,69,70]. While it is beyond the scope of this article to discuss this literature, it is worth pointing out that altered timing of gene expression (including clock genes) have been described in each of these diseases [71], suggesting a loss of circadian coordination and possible misalignment. Furthermore, the sleep and circadian disruptions occur early in the disease progression and may even serve as biomarkers for the symptoms that follow [72–74]. One study suggested that the sleep fragmentation seen in AD patients was specifically correlated with the loss of vasopressin expressing cells in the SCN [75]. Finally, since circadian and sleep disruptions alone increase oxidative stress and inflammation [76–78], it is quite
possible that the circadian and sleep disruptions experienced by the patient for many years could accelerate the pathology throughout the nervous system [79]. Therefore, targeting and strengthening circadian function may prove beneficial for other symptoms of the disease. Mouse models of these diseases indicate that the circadian system is impacted [80–85] and are helping uncover the cause of disruption.

Because circadian disruption can be detrimental to daily lives of the patients and care givers, effective interventions are needed in order to re-establish alignment to produce a more robust circadian system. Current strategies include the use of stimulants and sleep aids to combat increased sleepiness and sleeplessness, but these treatments target symptoms and may have no or minimal benefits for the circadian system. Stimulants such as modafinil, amphetamines, nicotine and caffeine, may contribute to the problem with their disruptive effects on sleep [86] and can be addictive with side effects. Most prescription sleep aids such as barbiturates, benzodiazepines and zolpidem enhance GABA signaling, activating sleep centers (e.g. ventrolateral preoptic nucleus, VLPO) that induce sedation, but may not restore the normal restorative stages of sleep [87]. GABA is also the principal neurotransmitter in the SCN and alterations in GABA signaling can disrupt the central clock [88]. The best-studied drug for circadian modulation is melatonin (see melatonin section below) but still, more work will have to determine the circadian consequences of all these current treatment options. Pharmacological fixes are few, but there is growing interest in the development of novel drugs that target circadian mechanisms with the goal of alleviating conditions resulting from circadian disruption. In the remainder of this article, we discuss circadian targeted interventions that may be helpful in realigning and reinstating circadian rhythms, including environmental and lifestyle changes. Possible opportunities to develop effective drug treatments will be discussed. What is clear is that interventions to strengthen the circadian system are required to treat the growing number of individuals who experience frequent circadian disruptions. Fixing a broken clock would not only be a means of improving the quality of daily lives by reestablishing proper sleep/wake behavior, but also a step in preventing the development of more serious diseases as we age.

**Fixing a broken clock**

**Light therapy**

The modern world has given us the power to control light, either by switching on the light at night to finish reading this article or by retreating indoors during the day to escape the heat or maybe to watch a movie in the theaters. By removing ourselves from natural lighting, we may be exposing ourselves to new risks. For example, the rise in Vitamin D deficiency appears to be the direct result of insufficient exposure to sunlight [89]. As described above, improperly timed light exposures can lead to circadian disruptions and disease. Knowing this, it makes sense that taking control of light and establishing greater variance of light intensities between night and day may be crucial for good health and a tool to help reinstate a more robust circadian system.

Light is the most potent environmental cue for the circadian system and can predictably phase shift the timing of behavior [90]. The light signal is detected by specialized intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) containing melanopsin [91–93]. This photopigment is sensitive to shorter blue/green wavelengths while relatively insensitive to the red shifted lighting. Aberrant light exposure directly alters circadian properties by inducing immediate molecular and cellular changes within the SCN, including increases in c-fos and Per1 transcription, and increases in firing rate of SCN neurons. These changes shift the timing of the molecular clock within SCN neurons and throughout the body [94–99]. In diurnal animals, exposure to even low intensities of blue light during the night acutely interferes with sleep by inhibiting sleep-promoting neurons, acutely reducing
melatonin levels, activating arousal-promoting orexin neurons and stimulate the sympathetic axis [100–102]. These effects lead to poor sleep quality as well as reduced daytime alertness the following day. Long-term exposures to aberrant light cycles increase the risk for disease. A broken circadian system may benefit from exposure to robust and regular LD cycles to help reinforce temporal patterning of SCN properties that allows for defined entrainment to the external environment and better control of tissue function. This realignment of the circadian network will likely improve restorative sleep as well as daytime alertness.

The idea of reinforcing the circadian system using light has been in regular practice for some conditions such as advanced/delayed sleep phase syndrome, jetlag, shift work, seasonal affective disorder and depression, which include circadian disruption in their list of symptoms [103,104]. Light therapy in these conditions help improve mood and re-establish the daily sleep/wake cycle [104–106]. The use of light therapy is now being extended to other conditions with circadian symptoms. In aging, individuals experience improvements in daytime alertness and sleep following light therapy [107–109]. In addition to improvements in sleep, patients with neurodegenerative disorders show improvements in motor and cognitive abilities [110–115]. Patients with major depression, who are resistant to antidepressant medications show amelioration of mood when light therapy is included in the treatment regimen [116]. It is important to mention that other studies have shown no or small changes in objective and subjective measures of sleep as a result of light therapy [108,117–119], which raises questions of study design with the wavelength, intensity, duration of the light as well as the timing of treatment relative to the endogenous circadian rhythm all being critical factors. Ongoing studies should take into account these various factors when exploring the benefits of light intervention and its ability to reinforce circadian function and behavior. But it is worth re-emphasizing that even young, healthy individuals can be influenced by improved light exposure [120]. In one recent study found that just taking young adults outside and exposing them to natural lighting for several days can shift the phasing of their melatonin rhythm by 2 hours [121]. Thus lighting conditions provide one of our most powerful tools to influence the circadian system.

Scheduled Meals

For most of us, food is now available 24/7 and we can eat any time in the day or night. While this constant availability is convenient, studies suggest that the constant consumption of food or the intake of food at inappropriate times are detrimental feeding habits that lead to imbalanced metabolic function due to disruption of circadian function. The growing incidence of metabolic syndrome is a growing health concern that requires attention and greater understanding.

The circadian system contributes to metabolic homeostasis through the regulation of daily rhythms in physiological processes that include appetite, gastrointestinal function, nutrient absorption, pancreatic insulin secretion and hepatic enzyme activity [122–124]. These functions are coordinated by humoral and neural signals from the SCN that drive and modulate the molecular feedback loop in metabolic tissues, including the liver and pancreas [125–127]. Key rhythmic clock genes in peripheral tissues, such as Bmal1 and Clock, and the nuclear hormone receptors Rev-erb α and Rorα, have been shown to interact and modulate crucial steps of the metabolic pathways, enabling the circadian system to directly affect metabolism. Disruptions of the circadian system, either through genetic ablation of circadian clock genes (Bmal1, Clock) or the use of jetlag protocols lead to the loss of rhythms in clock and metabolic genes in the liver and pancreas, and in many cases depress absolute expression levels of these genes [50,128–131]. Circadian dysfunction often result in pathologies consistent with metabolic syndrome, including hypoinsulinaemia, hyperglycaemia and obesity [130,132–134]. In humans, long-term disruptions in the sleep/...
wake cycle lead to metabolic disruptions [135,136], but even short durations of circadian misalignment appear to be sufficient to produce pre-diabetic conditions in the body [27]. But it is also clear that components of the metabolic pathway interact with the molecular clock, creating a feedback loop that likely enables the circadian system to sense changes in cellular state and respond accordingly in order to achieve a balance in energy intake and expenditure. The timing, frequency and volume of food intake [137,138], as well as the nutrient composition of food have been shown to alter circadian function [139–141]. Disruptive feeding conditions can result in circadian dysfunction and metabolic imbalances [142,143]. For example, in mice and rats, food access restricted during inappropriate times of day (i.e. during the normal sleep phase) shifts the phase of the molecular clock in peripheral tissues including the liver, adrenals and fat cells, but does not alter rhythms in the SCN [52,53]. This results in a misalignment of rhythms between peripheral tissues and the SCN that leads to altered expression of key metabolic enzymes, changes in energy balance and weight gain [144,145]. Disruptions in circadian and metabolic function were also found in rodents fed a high fat diet (HFD) provided ad lib. Despite the consumption of the same amount of calories between rodents fed normal chow or a HFD, only the HFD led to changes in behavioral periodicity, disruption of the molecular clock in beta-cells of the pancreas and the liver, alterations in the rhythms of metabolic genes in the liver, impairment of insulin secretion, and increase in weight, which are all signs of metabolic syndrome [140,141,146]. However, scheduling HFD access to 8 hrs within the middle of the active period, reverses the effects of ad lib HFD [140,147]. In mice lacking a functional molecular clock (Cry1,2 dKO), scheduled feeding can restore rhythms of most clock and metabolic genes in the liver and prevent weight gain [148]. These studies suggest that metabolic homeostasis is dependent on an intact circadian system and an appropriate time of feeding.

Adherence to a feeding schedule that preserves and reinforces the phase relationships of clock gene expression between the SCN and peripheral tissues may be a lifestyle choice crucial for maintaining good health. In aging and neurodegenerative diseases where SCN communication with peripheral tissues is deficient, scheduled feeding may supply the necessary cues to properly realign molecular rhythms among tissues and with the LD cycle. In mouse models of HD, scheduled feeding appears to be able to entrain the peripheral tissues [83]. In humans, higher measures of daily routine, including meal time, is correlated with higher self-reported sleep quality in a variety of subjects [149–152]. What has to be determined is whether the timing of food consumption within the active period matters. In AD, feeding behavior is altered, whereby the peak of calorie intake is phase advanced. These shifts in timing are correlated with lower body weights and worse cognitive and behavioral symptoms [153], suggesting a relationship between timing of food intake and severity of disease. Studies should examine whether adjustments in meal times may help disease symptoms. Much more work will need to be done to clarify the benefits of scheduled feeding including its potential to realigning the circadian system.

**Scheduled Exercise**

Studies suggest that the scheduling of exercise or stimulated activity may be a method to improve the function of the circadian system and strengthen its regulation of peripheral outputs. The temporal patterning of activity is an output regulated by the circadian system, but studies demonstrate that stimulated activity or exercise can also feedback to the circadian system and alter its function. Under constant dark conditions, a single, short bout of stimulated activity in the middle of the subjective day (the time when the animal perceives it is day despite the lack of light cues), causes the circadian system of rodents to phase advance resulting in an earlier onset of wheel running activity the following day, while stimulated activity induced during the end of the subjective night results in phase
delays [154,155]. The rate of re-entrainment following a shifted LD cycle can be accelerated when exercise or wheel availability is aligned to the new lighting schedule, and decelerated when wheel availability is scheduled at inappropriate times [155–157]. Stimulated activity altered SCN properties in rodents and induced direct and immediate changes in clock gene expression and neuronal firing activity [158–160]. The daily scheduling of exercise in WT mice under LD conditions, either during the first or second half of the dark phase differentially shifted the rhythms of behavior and physiology and altered gene expression rhythms in the SCN and peripheral tissues [161].

The circadian system in humans responds to exercise as well. Although the evidence for the effect of a single, short bout of exercise on the circadian system in humans is not as clear as in rodents, exercise appears to be able to delay the timing of circadian system as measured by shifts in the timing of melatonin rhythms [162–165]. These responses are also dependent on the duration and intensity of exercise [166]. Exercise can also speed up re-entrainment of the circadian system [167] and can aid in readjustments of schedule during shift work [168,169]. These studies demonstrate effective modulation of the circadian system brought about by exercise in rodents and humans.

Some data suggests that scheduled exercise can be used to help counter the conditions in which the circadian system is compromised. In aged mice, scheduled wheel access boosted the amplitude and improved the temporal patterning of activity and rest when compared to aged animals without wheels [170,171]. Furthermore, the rate of re-entrainment of activity and clock gene expression rhythms following an 8 hr shift in the LD cycle was accelerated with voluntary exercise in aged animals [170]. In mutant mice with a disrupted circadian system (Vip−/−; Vipr2−/−), the scheduling of wheel access for 6 hrs every 24 hrs improved the rhythms of behavior [172] and physiology [161]. Even the rhythms in clock gene expression could be rescued by wheel access at some phases but not others [161]. There is also some evidence in humans that exercise can have beneficial effects on the circadian system. Long-term fitness training in the middle of the day, improved the consolidation of the sleep/wake cycle in older men [173]. Exercise during the afternoon or early evening improved self-reported sleep quality in older adults with insomnia [174]. Similar to studies in rodents, there may also be a specific time where the benefits of exercise are maximized. Although both exercise in the morning and late afternoon improved cognitive abilities in aged individuals, late afternoon exercise improved more measures of cognitive abilities [175]. Unfortunately, in mice or men, the mechanisms mediating exercise’s effect on the circadian system are not yet known.

Scheduled Sleep

The circadian system has reciprocal neural connections to the brain regions that regulate arousal and sleep [176]. Through these connections, the SCN can convey temporal information to the diffuse network of sleep and arousal promoting structures of the brain and body [177,178]. Under normal conditions, peak circadian drive of arousal in humans is thought to occur in the afternoon to counteract the growing fatigue as the homeostatic drive to sleep increases [179]. Interestingly, this communication appears to be bidirectional, as “sleep centers” communicate information related to sleep state back to the SCN as well [180]. Thus, the sleep and circadian control system are closely intertwined and can be difficult to disentangle. Manipulations that interfere with sleep can reduce the amplitude of clock gene expression at least in the periphery [181] and alter electrical activity in the SCN. For example, during slow wave deprivation, SCN neuronal firing remained high and failed to show the normal nocturnal decrease in firing rate, while during REM sleep deprivation, SCN neuronal firing remained low and failed to display increases in firing [180]. A long line...
of experimental evidence indicates that surgical or genetic manipulations that interfere with the circadian system will alter the timing of sleep [182,183].

This tight reciprocal regulation also provides the opportunity for intervention. It is reasonable to speculate that by imposing a schedule of sleep, we can also improve circadian rhythms. While we are not aware of evidence for this in humans, there is some literature in support of this hypothesis in mice. In a mouse model of HD (R6/2 mouse), both the sleep/wake cycle and the molecular clock in the SCN are disrupted [184]. The daily administration of alprazolam (a benzodiazepine) induced approximately 4 hrs of sleep during the inactive period in the HD animals. This treatment improved health, cognitive and motor function, and survival. Also, the pharmacological imposition of sleep reshaped gene expression in the SCN with improved expression profiles of the clock gene Per2 and of the circadian output gene Prok2. In a separate study, pharmacological control of both the sleep and wake cycle using alprazolam and modafinil, respectively, further improved cognitive function, however the effects on the circadian system were not examined [185]. This work is beginning to provide the “proof of concept” that one way to fix a broken clock may be to impose a sleep schedule.

Pharmacological Targeting of the Circadian System

Behavioral or lifestyle changes as a means of fixing a broken circadian clock are promising interventions aimed to restore and stabilize the circadian system in a LD environment. However, these lifestyle changes may be difficult to impose or ineffective in patients with certain conditions. Future circadian modulating drugs could be designed to achieve various goals (Table 1). First, analogous to the goals of scheduled activities, an ideal class of drugs should enhance the function of the central clock and improve SCN control of peripheral tissues. For example, the neuropeptide VIP is required for synchronous gene expression and firing rate rhythms among the individual neurons of the SCN. Developing agonists for Vipr2, the dominant VIP receptor in the SCN may enhance synchrony and function of the SCN in conditions of aging and neurodegenerative disease shown to result in decreased VIP expression [186,187]. Chronic infusion of a Vipr2 agonist (BAY 55-9837) did alter the circadian cycle length in vivo [188], and further study in circadian compromised animals is warranted. Second, there would also be a need to identify drugs that shift the timing of the internal clock relative to the LD cycle through, for example, alteration in period or phasing of the central clock. Third, drugs that can bypass the central clock and directly drive rhythms of peripheral tissues would be helpful. For example, circulating factors such as melatonin, cortisol and catecholamine can alter the molecular clock of peripheral tissues and phase dependently accelerate or delay realignment to a shifted LD cycle [189–191]. Lastly, to facilitate rapid shifts in the timing of the clock, in anticipation of shift work or jet lag, drugs might be designed to suppress the central clock, which could then be more easily reset when followed by drugs that reestablish a robust rhythm in the new time zones or with altered phase relationship to the LD cycle [192].

Melatonin as a test case

At present, melatonin and its receptor agonists (ramelteon, agomelatine) have been the most studied class of pharmacological agents targeting the circadian system (Figure 2). Melatonin is a naturally occurring hormone that is rhythmically secreted by the pineal gland, reaching peak plasma levels at night. There are two classes of high affinity G-protein coupled receptors (MT1; MT2) as well as weaker evidence for an intracellular binding domain (MT3) and possible interactions with nuclear receptors [193,194]. The melatonin receptors are widely distributed in the CNS, heart, endocrine and immune system where their activation has been reported to have wide ranging effects. The nightly surge in melatonin levels is regulated by the SCN and likely aids in mediating entrainment of other peripheral
tissues. We suspect that robust rhythms in melatonin are a crucial factor for normal circadian function and good health. Reduced melatonin signaling caused by polymorphisms in the melatonin receptors or in rate-limiting enzymes involved in the production of melatonin, are linked to increased incidence of disease including diabetes, cardiovascular disease, multiple sclerosis and depression [195–199]. Circadian disruption, caused by long distance travel, shift work or increased light exposure at night, leads to a blunted melatonin rhythm, poor sleep quality and is associated with increased incidence of disease [23]. In female shift workers, for example, lower levels of urinary melatonin was associated with increased risk for breast cancer [200]. Rhythms in melatonin levels are also reduced in aged individuals and those with AD and PD [201], while a delayed peak in melatonin levels was detected in early stage HD [202].

Melatonin supplementation can be used to support the endogenous rhythms of melatonin, shift the phase of the central clock relative to external environment and help realign peripheral tissues. For example, melatonin helped speed up re-entrainment in travelers and reduced jet lag symptoms [203]. In aged individuals with lower amplitude melatonin rhythms, supplementation with melatonin improved sleep, morning alertness, cognitive performance and quality of life in aged individuals [110,204]. These same benefits were observed in patients with neurodegenerative disorders [205,206]. Adolescents with delayed circadian rhythms and irregular sleep patterns benefit from melatonin supplementation, which shifted their circadian system to an earlier phase, improved day-time alertness and decreased sleep latency [207]. Melatonin added to beta-blocker (β-adrenergic receptor antagonists) therapy for hypertension, counter sleep disruptions that can result from beta-blocker treatment alone [208,209]. Whether melatonin is effective among shift workers is not yet clear but, benefits are observed in some studies [104,210]. In contrast to other hypnotics, melatonin does not alter sleep architecture and has minimal side effects. Administration of melatonin in the late afternoon or early evening in order to phase advance the circadian system may induced unwanted sleepiness. It is worth noting that agomelatine activates MT1 and MT2 receptors and inhibits 5-HT2C serotonin receptor. This melatonin agonist with its modulatory effects on the circadian system appears to also have beneficial effects on mood and is currently being marketed as a novel antidepressant [211]. One of the striking aspects of the literature with melatonin is the variability in the response from study to study and within individuals. It seems likely that more thought needs to be put into the dosage and timing of melatonin treatments to maximize the therapeutic benefits for the individual patient. It is important to keep in mind that in addition to circadian mechanisms, melatonin has been reported to have direct antioxidant effects [112,212].

**Repurposing established drugs**

There are medications currently on the market prescribed for other conditions that could be evaluated for their effects on the circadian system. For example, lithium and valproic acid (VPA) are mood stabilizers traditionally prescribed for individuals with bipolar disorder. Therapeutic effects of lithium may be mediated by its ability to alter the molecular clock through its interactions with glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK-3β, Figure 3) that results in the modulation of *rev-erba* expression, increase in the amplitude of *Per2* and *Bmal1* rhythms and alteration in circadian period of behavior in mice [213–215]. Both lithium and VPA alter the molecular clockwork [213,216]. While lithium’s side effects may limit its use, agents that increase the cycle length of the circadian system could be useful in patients with phase-advanced syndrome. Other molecules that target the GSK signaling cascade may have a better safety profile. To provide another example, metformin is a drug prescribed for type-2 diabetes and mediates its effect through the activation of adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK). Metformin shortens the period of *Per2* in rat fibroblasts through the AMPK phosphorylation of casein kinase Iε (CKIε), a modulator of the
molecular clock. In mice, a single metformin treatment can phase advance clock gene rhythms in the heart, muscle and fat [217]. Chronic administration of metformin in drinking water resulted in alteration in the rhythms of clock and metabolic genes in a tissue specific manner [218]. Metformin’s ability to shorten the circadian cycle makes it an interesting drug to further explore as a treatment for phase delayed syndrome [219]. The positive effects of metformin on the clock was demonstrated in mice fed a HFD, whereby metformin improved AMPK and SIRT1 function and reversed the detrimental effects of HFD on clock genes in white adipose tissues [220].

Finally, it is worth mentioning that serotonergic agents, in addition to mood altering effects, may be a potential class of drugs to modulate the circadian system. Based on a number of animal and drug studies, serotonin has been shown to be involved in photic and nonphotic (activity feedback) entrainment of the circadian system [221]. The SCN expresses multiple serotonin G protein-coupled receptor subtypes, which are activated by serotonergic input that originates from the medial raphe nucleus of the brainstem [222]. Although the contribution of each receptor subtype in the regulation of the circadian system is still being studied, the manipulation of serotonin signaling using various 5HT agonists and SSRIs, has been shown to phase dependently alter cAMP, ERK and CREB mediated signaling, and potentiate phase shifts of clock gene expression, SCN activity and wheel running behavior in response to light input [223–226]. This amplification of photic response suggests that serotonin could potentially be used to help resynchronize, shift and strengthen circadian function and counter the effects of disruptive external stimuli. In fact, serotonin influence on SCN and photic response may be a mechanism by which SSRIs improve mood in various psychiatric conditions known to interact with the circadian system, including Seasonal Affective Disorders (SAD) [227]. Furthermore, serotonin has also been shown to modulate gsk-3β in flies, which is a proposed circadian target of the mood altering drug lithium described above [228]. Consistent with this idea, the depressive and cognitive deficiencies induced by aberrant light exposures and circadian disruption were reversed by administration of SSRIs [229,230]. The availability of selective serotonin receptor agonists and antagonists (ex. lurasidone, an atypical antipsychotic, 5HT-7 antagonist [231]) and emergence of future drugs will determine whether targeting of serotonin signaling will be useful for circadian modulation.

New drugs

There are a growing number of new drug targets for circadian modulation being developed in laboratories (Figure 3). An inhibitor of CK1δ lengthens the period of the circadian clock at both molecular and behavioral levels [232]. Interestingly, when the CK1δ inhibitor was applied to SCN slice preparation from a mouse model of circadian disruption (Vipr2 −/−), PER2 driven bioluminescence rhythms, which are usually damped in amplitude, began to oscillate robustly. The daily administration of the inhibitor in vivo was also able to induce a more robust circadian rhythm in wheel running behavior in Vipr2−/− mice, which normally display poor rhythms under constant conditions. Similar beneficial effects on wheel running behavior were observed in WT animals housed under constant light conditions, which renders most animals arrhythmic. This drug target is promising, as the treatment appears to be able to entrain and strengthen the circadian system despite the aberrant presence of light, which would be highly beneficial for shift-workers. Furthermore, many familial cases of advanced sleep phase syndrome are caused by improper turnover of PER2, and the inhibition of CK1δ in these cases may lengthen period and phase delay the circadian system in these individuals [233].

Recent work has also examined the impact of synthetic REV-ERB agonists and found that these compounds can alter the molecular clock both in vitro and in vivo [234–237]. A single
dose of synthetic REV-ERB ligand applied in constant darkness during the phase at which REV-ERB was expected to be high (CT 6), reduced wheel-running activity for one day. This treatment disrupted the molecular clock in the SCN with a boost in amplitude of *Per2* expression and a variety of other changes in the gene expression rhythms. In a LD cycle, the effects of the drug treatment were weaker. The impact of chronic treatment was not examined. In the liver, REV-ERB ligand injection caused a shift in the timing of *Per2* expression and a reduction in *rev-erbα*. Consistent with *Rev-erb*’s role in metabolism, the agonist altered the expression of metabolic genes in the liver, skeletal muscle, and white adipose tissue. Long-term administration of the agonist continued to modulate metabolic gene expression in the liver and ultimately resulted in greater weight loss in diet-induced obese mice as well as in leptin-deficient mice. The circadian system also regulates rhythms in immune function, and the REV-ERB ligand was able to modulate the production and release of the proinflammatory cytokine IL-6, supporting its role as a drug for regulation of the immune system [238]. This study demonstrated *Rev-erb*’s role in modulation of the molecular clock and physiological outputs but a causal relationship between these two processes has not yet been established.

Alterations in clock gene expression were also induced by pharmacological activation of a metabolic related gene, *Sirtuin1* [239]. *Sirt1* is a sensor of cellular metabolism and more recently, was shown to directly associate with *Clock* and *Bmal1* [240]. Rhythms in enzymatic activity of *Sirt1* suggest regulation by the circadian system, while the resulting disruption of the molecular clock in liver specific *Sirt1* knockout mice demonstrates *Sirt1* feedback to the molecular clock. This work suggests that *Sirt1* is a link between the clock and the maintenance of cellular energy state. The upregulation of *Sirt1* expression in mice using synthetic activators for multiple weeks caused a depression in *Per2* and *Dbp* expression in the liver due to alterations in promoter binding of CLOCK and BMAL1 and changes in the levels of histone acetylation. These studies support the idea that manipulation of genes involved in the regulation of metabolism may be potential targets to modulate the molecular clock and circadian behavior. Currently, the *Rev-erbα* and sirtuin1 agonists appear to be disruptors of the molecular clock and could be used to suppress or ‘prime’ the circadian system, to allow for an incoming circadian signal to quickly re-entrain and shift rhythms throughout the body. The ability of these agonists to improve the molecular clock may depend on timing and dosage of administration as well as specificity in tissue targeting.

Future drug targets can take advantage of the other known inputs or modulatory molecules of the SCN [241], such as Neuropeptide Y (NPY) and Nitric oxide (NO). NPY is thought to communicate nonphotic feedback [242] to the SCN. NPY application can phase dependently shift the timing of firing rate rhythms, clock expression in the SCN and circadian behavior [243–247]. Further development of a drug modulating NPY signaling must take into account this peptide’s role in many other physiological processes including feeding, cell proliferation, cancer and cardiovascular disease [248]. Similarly, NO is a component of the signal transduction cascade that mediates light induced phase shifts by phosphorylation of CREB as well as modulation cGMP levels in the SCN [249,250]. Sildenafil, or Viagra, activates the cGMP pathway similar to NO, and has been shown to accelerate light induced phase shifts in hamsters. Therefore the use of sildenafil or future drugs targeting this pathway, could be a potential treatment for jetlag and shift work [251]. We suspect that many people may already be taking Sildenafil during their holidays. Of course, the application of drugs targeting either NPY or NO signaling for circadian application will depend upon the identification of receptor subtype specificity or some other means to limit pleiotropic effects of these signaling pathways.

Finally, the circadian system controls the timing of arousal through the regulation of the electrical activity in a network of neurotransmitter systems including cell populations.
expressing norepinephrine (locus coeruleus), serotonin (raphe), histamine (tubelomammary nucleus) and orexin/hypocretin (hypothalamus) [253,254]. Theoretically blocking any of these arousal systems will help induce or maintain sleep and, as described above, a pharmacologically-induced sleep schedule could well drive a circadian cycle. Orexin plays a critical role in promoting arousal and the loss of these neurons is associated with the sleep disorder narcolepsy [255,256]. The discovery and characterization of this peptidergic system has created the opportunity for new classes of drugs including hypnotics (orexin receptor antagonists) and stimulants (orexin receptor agonists). A number of these agents are under development with the work on dual orexin 1 and 2 receptor antagonists (DORAs) apparently being the furthest along [257,258]. These compounds are generating a lot of excitement as they raise the possibility of new treatments for sleep and circadian disorders without some of the cognitive impairment observed with GABA-modulators (benzodiazepine-like) which are presently the main treatments for insomnia [259,260]. Of course, we do not yet understand the potential side effects of these DORA drugs and whether they offer significant benefits over the “Z-class” drugs (zaleplon, zolpidem, zopiclone, and eszopiclone) that are presently so widely prescribed. Past experience, which has seen us welcome new sleeping aids with great enthusiasm (e.g. chloral hydrate or barbiturates) only to see the negatives appear later with wide-spread use, suggests that we take a cautious approach.

In the pipeline
High throughput screens are aiding scientists in identifying new targets for the circadian system that would allow measurable temporal control of the molecular clock [87,252,261,262]. Changes in the amplitude, period and phase of clock gene rhythms using luciferase-based readouts in cell cultures, are helping to identify promising candidates. The large array of molecules that have so far been identified provides a pool of multiple pathways that interact with the molecular clock [261]. We do not know much about the chemical identity of the clock modulators, but CKI inhibitors were reported to lengthen the cycle length as expected. Particularly intriguing are the class of compounds that were reported to restore the amplitude of damped clocks. With aging and neurodegenerative diseases reducing the amplitude of the circadian oscillations in peripheral tissues, these compounds could provide a useful counter-measure. Of course, these targets will have to be further explored in different tissue types as well as in vivo in order to determine its effects on multi-oscillatory systems and subsequent benefits or consequences on physiology. The multitude of potential chemical substances also presents a challenge in identifying and investing in the most promising targets. As we outline in Table 1, there is not a single drug (a.k.a. the “magic bullet”) that will solve all problems with the circadian system.

Concluding remarks
The circadian timing system regulates the temporal patterning of many physiological and gene expression networks within our body. Disruption of this timing system has a wide ranging impact on our health. Aging as well as neurological and psychiatric disorders challenge the proper functioning of the circadian system and result in a break down in the sleep/wake cycle including trouble sleeping at night as well as daytime fatigue. Even for healthy individuals, modern living creates work schedules that do not fit with our biology resulting in insufficient sleep, inappropriate light exposure and mealtimes; all factors which challenge our circadian system [263]. Defenses against a “broken clock” include adopting a strategy of temporally structured light exposure, meals, and exercise. Pharmacological manipulations will need to be targeted to the specific goal e.g. aligning peripheral organs, enhancing the amplitude of the central clock or even suppressing the central clock during travel or shift work. While melatonin and its agonists have been the most studied, repurposed established drugs have promise and new clock-specific agents are in the pipeline.
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Circadian dysfunction is a growing concern in our society and interventions are needed
Scheduled light exposure, meals and exercise may strengthen circadian function
Melatonin is among the best-studied circadian modulators available
Promising new drugs may come from re-purposing known agents
New high-throughput screens are identifying novel compounds
Figure 1.
The molecular clock. The molecular feedback loop is at the core of circadian rhythm generation and drives approximately 24 hr oscillations in core clock protein expression. The loop is composed of a positive arm (CLOCK and BMAL1) that bind to E-box consensus sequences driving the expression of PER and CRY, which are components of the negative arm of the loop. PER and CRY inhibit the ability of CLOCK and BMAL1 to bind onto DNA, thereby leading to the gradual decline of PER and CRY levels allowing CLOCK and BMAL1 to once again restart the positive drive of the loop. Post-translational modifications by Casein Kinase 1 δ,ε (CK1 δ,ε) or additional loops (REV-ERB and ROR regulation of Bmal1 expression) reinforce and fine-tune the clock. Many of these circadian clock genes...
drive the rhythmic expression of other output genes or clock controlled genes (CCGs) that are involved in a variety of cellular processes.
Figure 2.
Melatonin signaling and modulation of the molecular clock. Melatonin is the most-studied pharmacological agent that modulates and benefits the circadian system. Melatonin interactions with the MT1 and MT2 G-αi and G-αq protein coupled receptors lead to the inhibition of adenylate cyclase (AC) and Phospholipase C (PLC) and down regulation of PKA/PKC signaling altering ion channel function and changes in circadian-related transcription. Melatonin also binds the enzyme quinone reductase 2 (NQO2) and modulates the function of nuclear receptors although the physiological significance of this binding is not yet clear.
Drug targets of the molecular clock. Various pathways that modulate the core molecular feedback loop can be targeted by pharmacological agents leading to changes in the amplitude, phase and period of molecular oscillations. Results from ongoing high-throughput screens will expand potential drug-able pathways that could one day lead to medications able to predictably modulate the circadian system.
### Table 1
Pharmacological targeting of the circadian system. List of potential drug targets aimed at modulating various parameters of circadian rhythmicity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Utility</th>
<th>Possible targets</th>
<th>Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhance central clock</td>
<td>Counter age- or disease-related decline.</td>
<td>VIPR2 agonists; Lithium</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppress central clock</td>
<td>Useful in anticipation of jet travel or shift work</td>
<td>Enhanced GABA signaling; REV-ERBα agonist; Sirtuin 1 activator; Bmal1 suppression</td>
<td>88 234 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alter period of molecular clock</td>
<td>Useful to correct for phase advance or phase delay</td>
<td>Lithium-GSK-3β signaling; Casein kinase signaling; VIP signaling</td>
<td>213 232 262 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alter phase of molecular clock</td>
<td>Useful to entrain patients without light perception; non-24 hour disorder; potentially useful to correct for phase advance or delays.</td>
<td>Phasic melatonin; Serotonin signaling; Lithium/Valproic Acid; NO; Melanopsin antagonist; NPY signaling</td>
<td>104 206 207 210 223-226 230 216 249-250 252 242-244 247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Align peripheral clocks</td>
<td>Counter age- or disease-related decline; Re-establish rhythms after travel or shift work</td>
<td>Phasic melatonin agonists; Phasic cortisol analogs; Phasic NE receptor agonists; Metformin; REV-ERBα agonist; Sirtuin 1 activator</td>
<td>190 210 212 189 191 218 220 234 236 239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>